The Military Engineer will publish a special issue in summer 2016 remembering the contributions, impacts and achievements of military engineers during the Vietnam War. Reprints of past articles that appeared in TME during the Vietnam War years coupled with retrospectives from today by Vietnam veterans and military engineering leaders will round out the issue. Lt. Gen. Ted Stroup, P.E., F.SAME, USA (Ret.), a Vietnam veteran and recipient of the 2014 Academy of Fellows Golden Eagle Award for contributions to national security, is serving as Guest Editor of this special issue in concert with TME staff.

The issue will include:
- past articles and photographs reprinted from the pages of TME;
- current retrospectives from engineers who served in Vietnam and Sustaining Member companies who supported the war effort;
- military engineering equipment and technology that was prominent in Vietnam;
- coverage of SAME Posts in Southeast Asia during the war; and
- an historical look at the legacy of Vietnam War engineering impacts.

We would like to hear from Vietnam veterans who have an interest in providing content for this special issue in order to make it an authentic and memorable issue.

Contact TME Editor Stephen Karl at editor@same.org for more information.